
Objectives: 
• Students will articulate cause and effect of selfish behaviors.
• Students will be able to self reflect on their own selfish behaviors.
• Students will be able to identify at least three negatives that could come from living a life of 

selfishness.

Materials:
• Handout: Clock Partner Sign Up
• Image: My Life of Selfishness Guide
• Video: Groundhog Day - No Worries Scene (1:43)1

• Image: The Wretch Poem2

• Video: Groundhog Day - ‘All The Ned’ Scenes (4:25) 

Start Intentionally (10 minutes):
• Have students take out their Leadership Notebook where they write down the date, question(s), 

and answer(s). 
• Entry Task Question: 

• Do you think that people are naturally selfish?
• Have a class discussion by asking for multiple responses.
• Take students through the progression of babies being born, not necessarily 

caring whether you get sleep or not (yes, this is a survival instinct and kind of 
funny), then the “terrible twos” come, etc..

• Explain to students that many people never grow out of their terrible twos and 
now it is the terrible 20’s, terrible 30’s, terrible 40’s, 50’s, 60’s, etc.. We need to 
work on this!

• Ask, “Let’s start today with an Attitude of Gratitude, which is good for your health and your 
character! What are you grateful for today and why?”

• Get multiple responses from students.

• Tell them what the day’s objectives are:
• You will articulate cause and effect of selfish behaviors.
• You will be able to self reflect on your own selfish behaviors.
• You will be able to identify at least three negatives that could come from living a life of 

selfishness.

• Next, give each student a clock partner handout and tell them that they will need to walk 
around the room and find a 12 o’clock, 3 o’clock, 6 o’clock, and 9 o’clock partner.

1 “No Worries - Movie Clip from Groundhog Day.” YouTube, uploaded by nubwin, 26 April 2012, https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=e7irslqdjFw.
2 Scott, Walter. The Lay of the Last Minstrel, a Poem. 1806.
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• Explain that it is key that you only write down one name for each timeslot. Example: If I 
become 3 o’clock partners with Sarah, she would write my name down on her 3 o’clock 
spot and I would write Sarah’s name down for my 3 o’clock spot. 

• As students find clock partners, wait until the very end as the teacher to check and see 
what timeslots are still needed. Ask the class who still needs a 12 o’clock partner and then 
help pair up students. If there is only one student left, tell them to write your name down 
as the teacher. Do this for each timeslot.

• Tell students to keep the clock partner sheet near the front of their notebook/binder so 
that they can come back to it, not only during this lesson, but also throughout the time 
in your class.

Activity - My Life of Selfishness (20 minutes):
• Say, “Let’s face it, from the time we are born we demonstrate selfishness that is rooted in our 

survival instinct. Babies cry in the middle of the night, even though their parents haven’t gotten 
any sleep, because they need to eat! As a baby grows, however, they don’t need to be taught 
how to be selfish: that comes naturally. What a child has to learn is how to be selfless, kind, 
respectful, empathetic, and humble.”

• Explain to students that they are going to do a self reflection activity called, “My Life of 
Selfishness,” where each person will have a chance to think back over their entire life and 
identify ten moments of selfishness. To help students, have them follow the “My Life of 
Selfishness Guide” included with this lesson.

• *Project Image: My Life of Selfishness Guide*

• Give students time to write down their examples in their Leadership Notebook.

• After writing their responses, have students stand up with their Leadership Notebook, find their 
3 o’clock partner and share their responses to the newborn baby and toddler examples while 
standing up and walking around the room.

• After students have shared, ask for 2-3 responses from the class.

• Next, tell students to find their 9 o’clock partner and have a conversation about their examples 
connected to sibling/friend and parent/guardians.

• After students have shared ask for 2-3 responses from the class. 

• Next, tell students to find their 12 o’clock partner and have a conversation about their examples 
connected to a complete stranger and a teacher/coach.

• After students have shared ask for 2-3 responses from the class.
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• Next, tell students to find their 6 o’clock partner and have a conversation about their examples 
connected to a moment from the last week and from today.

• After students have shared ask for 2-3 responses from the class. Have everyone find their 
seat.

• Ask, “We don’t have to be taught to be selfish - that comes naturally. So, where in your life have 
you learned not to be selfish?”

• Ask, “Is it only our parent/guardian’s job to teach us to not be selfish? Who else should have a 
responsibility to teach selflessness?”

• Get 3-5 responses from the class.
• Make sure they cover that responsibility lies with ourselves, our friends, our schools, and 

other mentors and organizations to teach selflessness, encourage selflessness, and role 
model what selflessness looks like.

Video - The Wretch (15 minutes):
• Say, “In the following video clip you will meet Phil Connors - a character in the movie Groundhog 

Day. It is important to understand that Phil represents our natural selfishness, because we are 
all capable of making selfish choices.”

• *Play Video: Groundhog Day - No Worries Scene (1:43)*

• Say, “We are going to play that clip again and I want you to listen closely to the lines that are 
included in the poem that Rita recites titled ‘The Wretch.’ We are going to breakdown this 
poem and how it connects to the selfishness we battle daily in our lives.”

• *Play Video: Groundhog Day - No Worries Scene (1:43)*

• *Project Image: The Wretch Poem*

• Have a class discussion breaking down each of the lines of the poem:
• The wretch, concentred all in self, 

• Teacher Note: Concentred is bringing together two things to a common center. 
This line is explaining that the wretch is someone who is concerned only about 
themself.

• Living, shall forfeit fair renown, 
• Potential Question: What does it mean to forfeit fair renown? Definition of renown 

is, “The condition of being known or talked about by many people; fame.”
• And, doubly dying, shall go down 

• Potential Question: What does it mean to “double die”? You can die physically yes, 
but how about dying in terms of legacy, impact, or being remembered?
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• To the vile dust from whence he sprung, 
• Potential Question: Is this a very positive way to be described? What does vile mean?

• Unwept, unhonored, and unsung.
• Teacher Note: Breakdown each part. Unwept: nobody is going to cry for you. 

Unhonored: nobody is going to be showing up to celebrate your life. Unsung: 
nobody is going to be singing your praises by talking about you in a positive way 
when you are gone. 

• Teacher Note: A fun optional activity is to have students memorize this poem by practicing with 
a partner. The goal is to always remember what we are up against with our natural selfishness.

Video - Who is Your Person? (7-9 minutes):
• Say, “The next video clip we are going to watch is also from Groundhog Day and shows Phil 

Connors, who once again represents the selfishness that is in all of us. Watch the progression 
of scenes with Ned Ryerson who represents the hardest person in our own lives to be kind 
and selfless towards.”

• *Play Video: Groundhog Day - ‘All The Ned’ Scenes (4:25)*

• Ask students to take out their Leadership Notebook again and this time think of the person 
who in their life is the hardest to be kind and selfless towards without telling anyone that 
person’s name.

• Next, ask students to write down a code name for that person, but it has to be a positive 
superhero or cartoon character name like Wonder Woman, Batman, or Mickey or Minnie 
Mouse.

• Next, ask students to write down three reasons why they feel it is hard to be kind and selfless 
toward that person.

• Next, ask students to write down what responsibility they should have in changing their actions 
toward this person and why?

• Have a class discussion, without using names, around why certain people are harder to be kind 
and selfless towards than others and what responsibility we should have in that relationship.

• Things that could/should come up:
• It is harder to dislike someone that we work hard to get to know. 
• People may be fighting a battle that we don’t know about.
• There are people who are most likely annoyed with our actions each day as well. 

How would we want them to respond to us?
• The importance of boundaries in some situations and how sometimes the best way 

to be kind and more selfless toward someone is to set appropriate boundaries with 
them. 
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Exit Intentionally (1 minute):
• Say, “The author Daniel Goleman in his book, Social Intelligence: The New Science of Human 

Relationships, says, ‘Self-absorption in all its forms kills empathy, let alone compassion. When 
we focus on ourselves, our world contracts as our problems and preoccupations loom large. 
But when we focus on others, our world expands. Our own problems drift to the periphery of 
the mind and so seem smaller, and we increase our capacity for connection - or compassionate 
action.’”

• Have students spend a minute reflecting on this quote in a class discussion or in their 
Leadership Notebook.

• Middle School alternative:
• Say, “As the 33rd President of the USA, Harry Truman, once said, ‘Selfishness and greed, 

individual or national, cause most of our troubles.’”
• Ask, “What troubles does selfishness cause in your life? In our school? In our country?” 
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One moment from when you were a newborn baby…

One moment from when you were a toddler…

One moment involving a sibbling or friend…

Three moments involving your parents or guardians…

One moment involving a complete stranger…

One moment involving a teacher or coach…

One moment from the last week…

One moment already from today...

MY LIFE OF SELFISHNESS
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The wretch, concentred all in self, 
Living, shall forfeit fair renown, 

And, doubly dying, shall go down 
To the vile dust from whence he sprung, 

Unwept, unhonored , and unsung.

-Excerpt from Canto VI of Sir Walter Scott’s “The Lay of the Last Minstrel.

THE WRETCH POEM
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